EN 098. English as a Second Language I.  3 Credits.
This is a course for students whose primary language is not English. The course aims to increase the student’s proficiency in reading and writing English. Students read and discuss short essays to improve reading comprehension and further their recognition of thought patterns in written English. The course emphasizes the logic and structure of the English language through short compositions and grammar exercises. It also introduces students to the organization and emphasis inherent in the English style of academic writing and includes an introduction to building vocabulary. English placement scores and consideration of the student’s record determine placement in EN 098. Note: Students who pass EN 098 must take EN 099; neither course counts toward graduation requirements.

EN 101. Introduction to Academic Reading and Writing.  3 Credits.
This course introduces students to the ways that writing is grounded in reading and that inquiry is essential to learning. Through attentive reading of academic texts, students are given authority as learners to undertake serious intellectual projects that emphasize critical and creative thinking. Instructors guide students through sequenced reading and writing assignments and highlight the revision process of multiple-draft writing that leads to increasingly complex thinking and rhetorical presentation. As a community of learners, students begin to recognize academic writing as a site where knowledge is produced, understood and communicated. Portfolio assessment; grade of C- or better required to pass EN 101. Full-time students are expected to have completed EN 101 and EN 102 by the end of three semesters. Refer to the undergraduate Academic Good Standing Policy for details.

Offered: Every year, All

EN 101I. Introduction to Academic Reading and Writing Intensive.  3 Credits.
EN 101I is essentially the same course as EN 101; however it meets five hours per week. This class is intended for students who feel that they may need more support in complex reading and/or essay writing. The additional class time allows for more contact with the professor and more feedback and discussion with peers. Portfolio assessment; grade of C- or better required to pass. Full-time students are expected to have completed EN 101 and EN 102 by the end of three semesters. Refer to undergraduate Academic Good Standing Policy for details.

Offered: Every year, All

EN 102. Academic Writing and Research.  3 Credits.
Building on the practices of EN 101, this course introduces students to the kind of critical and creative thinking necessary to understand the relationship between academic research and argumentation. Working with a broad range of academic texts, students undertake projects that focus on a field of inquiry and that lead to increasingly proficient rhetorical presentation. Students develop a practical understanding of the ways in which critical thinking, writing and research all depend upon a shared process of inquiry that can be applied across disciplines and within their chosen majors. Portfolio assessment. Full-time students are expected to have completed EN 101 and EN 102 by the end of three semesters. Refer to the undergraduate Academic Good Standing Policy for details.

Prerequisites: Take EN 101 or EN 101I.

Offered: Every year, All

EN 102H. Honors Academic Writing and Research.  3 Credits.
This EN 102 class is reserved for Honors Program students and exceptional students from Fall EN 101 classes. Portfolio assessment.

Prerequisites: Take EN 101.

Offered: Every year, Spring

EN 103H. Advanced Academic Writing and Research.  3 Credits.
This course satisfies all first-year writing requirements. Through readings of a broad range of academic texts, students learn to write for academic success. EN 103H integrates the practices of academic reading and writing so that students learn to think critically and creatively as they conduct inquiry in diverse and increasingly rigorous scholarly contexts. With instructor guidance, students undertake self-directed projects and develop rich collaborations among peers, including shared commentary, research and revision, enabling students to identify and transfer best practices to their future performance as readers, writers and thinkers across disciplines, and within their chosen majors. Portfolio assessment. Placement score of 6 required.

Offered: Every year, Fall

EN 150. Writing Lab I: Advanced Argument.  1 Credit.
What makes a good argument? This five-week course exercises and develops students’ abilities to create an effective argument for any discipline in any field, and beyond the classroom in the public sphere. Students go through the process of revising one paper, including initial drafting, intensive revision based on the use of rhetorical devices, and editing with attention to informational flow, topic strings, and other conventions of writing.

Prerequisites: Take EN 102 or EN 103H.

Offered: Every year, All

EN 151. Writing Lab II: Grammar.  1 Credit.
Much maligned and seldom defined, "grammar" is often the bugbear of writers. This need not be the case. The good news is that all you need to know to improve your writing is an understanding of the fashions and conventions of standard academic written English, and fashions and conventions can, with a little effort, be imparted and learned. By the end of our five weeks, you ought to feel more comfortable making good decisions, both mechanic and rhetorical, about the "grammar" of your prose.

Prerequisites: Take EN 102 or EN 103H.

Offered: Every year, All

EN 200. Special Topics in Literature.  3 Credits.
Students are introduced to readings in literature dealing with a single theme or specific problem, e.g., mystery/detective fiction, masterpieces of Jewish literature, comedy, etc. The course may be repeated for credit when topic changes. Specific titles are announced from time to time.

Offered: As needed

EN 201. Creative Writing.  3 Credits.
This course blends seminar and workshop approaches to the reading and writing of imaginative literature. Students compose and revise original works in multiple genres, maintain a writer’s journal, and assemble a comprehensive final portfolio.

Offered: Every year, All

EN 202. Introduction to Creative Nonfiction.  3 Credits.
Students read a variety of short works with an eye toward understanding the stylistic techniques employed by contemporary writers of creative nonfiction. Students are then asked to employ a number of stylistic techniques in their own short works of creative nonfiction. The class emphasizes reading like a writer, writing as a process, the writing workshop, and careful revision and editing.

Offered: Every year, Fall
EN 203. Practicing Stylistics. 3 Credits.
Students review and practice the fundamental rules governing language, focusing specifically on grammar and syntax. They analyze and practice their own emerging style through imitation and revision exercises across a variety of poetic, fictional and nonfictional models. Required reading includes "The Art of Styling Sentences," "Exercises in Style" and "Stylish Academic Writing." The class culminates with a deeply revised portfolio of original efforts and a final referenced essay on what style means—and how to achieve it.
Offered: Every year, All

EN 204. Reading Literature. 3 Credits.
What is literature for? Why read it? Is it relevant in the electronic age? Is there something we can point to and say "that's literature" as a category? The course is about how we read literature as a way of thinking about some answers to those questions. Students read some short stories, poems and perhaps a short novel, argue about what they mean, and what their purpose might be in our lives.
Offered: Every other year, Spring
UC: Humanities

EN 205. Introduction to Fiction Writing. 3 Credits.
This course introduces students to the process of fiction writing. Writing prompts derive mainly from our reading and discussion of published short stories. Participants also read and discuss a handful of pieces "on writing" by established writers to help guide the process. The course is designed to help students hone their craft by writing habitually, composing numerous beginnings, and then working through a selective process to find and complete those pieces with the greatest potential to succeed. Throughout the semester, students draft, revise, edit and polish a total of four short stories. This a foundational course in fiction writing, which means that we focus mainly on the basics of character development and prose style.
Offered: Every year, Fall

EN 206. Introduction to Writing Poetry. 3 Credits.
This course gives students a strong foundation in the formal traditions of poetry in English from blank verse to free verse. Students work closely with Robert Pinsky's "The Sounds of Poetry" to get a grasp of the basic, formal principles of the art, the better to hear poems and understand the ways in which they work. Students explore a variety of poetic forms, reading and discussing poems that exemplify these forms and practicing their own poems based on these models. For the final project of the semester, students assemble a portfolio of all their work, introduced by a reflective essay.
Offered: Every year, Fall

EN 208. Greek Tragedy. 3 Credits.
This comprehensive survey of Greek tragedy pays special attention to tragic theory and to the evolution of classical drama from its birth in the cult of Dionysus to its culmination in fifth-century B.C. Athens. The extant plays of Aeschylus and Sophocles and selected plays by Euripides are examined with special emphasis on form.
Offered: As needed
UC: Humanities

EN 210. The Art of Poetry. 3 Credits.
Students undertake close reading and discussion of the genre of poetry not limited by historical period. Attention is paid to technique, formal and stylistic qualities, and repeated themes in an attempt to experience and understand poetry.
Offered: Every other year, Spring
UC: Humanities

EN 212. The Personal Essay. 3 Credits.
This course features a historical analysis of the genre's origins across 30 centuries of writing—from the earliest records of writing, to contemporary American writers of the form. Theoretical analysis of the genre draws on Greek conceptions of "persona" to modern psychological ideas of "personhood" and "impersonation," to linguistic considerations of the first-person singular and plural pronouns. The five-paragraph format also is drawn into theoretical discussion and practical critique. Students write several "personal" and "academic" essays.
Offered: Every other year, Fall
UC: Humanities

EN 213. The Nature Essay. 3 Credits.
This advanced writing course focuses on the history and evolution of human thinking about nature and our relationship to it. Looking first at Biblical, Greek, Roman and Medieval sources, students concentrate on American writers, beginning with Lewis and Clark and ending with a longer reading by a contemporary naturalist writer (e.g., Annie Dillard, Norman Maclean, Terry Tempest Williams, Barry Lopez). In-class journals and formal writing assignments are used to advance discussion and emphasize persuasion and argumentation.
Offered: Every other year, Fall
UC: Humanities

EN 214. The History Essay. 3 Credits.
This genre-based course in writing the historical essay is not a history course. It is a writing course that concentrates on the technique of the essay and introduces the principles of writing historical literature. Students explore history as a problem-solving tool, wherein the lessons from studying the past can be useful in understanding the present. The course examines newer (and more controversial) areas of cultural and social history.
Offered: As needed

EN 215. The Travel Essay. 3 Credits.
This genre-based advanced writing course provides a historical overview of nonfiction, travel writing and its emergence as an area of scholarly interest. It explores the ways in which travel writers create narrative persona, construct essays to persuade readers to their perspective, and help to compose the identities of the peoples and cultures about whom they write. Emphasis is on the sustained examination and practice of student writing.
Offered: Every other year, Spring
UC: Humanities

EN 220. The Short Story as a Genre. 3 Credits.
This course covers the development of the short story from the 19th century to the present with intensive study of masterpieces of internationally recognized masters: Hawthorne, Poe, Melville, Wharton, James, Tolstoy, Joyce, Lawrence, Hemingway, Faulkner, Erdrich and others.
Offered: Every year, Spring
UC: Humanities

EN 222. Comics and Graphic Novels. 3 Credits.
This course explores comics and graphic novels emphasizing contemporary works. Students consider the (often unnoticed) complexity of the comics form, as well as its historical development and representative genres. Readings are drawn from many different genres; and survey a wide variety of national origins, the better to represent the inevitable human diversity embodied in comics creation and reading. Students have the chance to develop an original portfolio that focuses on any creator, genre or theme of their choosing.
Offered: Every other year, Spring
EN 223. Hippies, Punks and Rude Boys. 3 Credits. In the years after World War II, youth culture became a significant part of British life. Year by year, decade by decade, new cultural types emerged: angry young men, mods, hippies, rude boys, punks, skinheads. In this class, students consider how these types are represented by the literature of the period. Doing so provides us with a vantage point for considering the intersection of social identities (race, class, gender, sexuality) and the relationship between literary culture and wider cultural and historical trends. Offered: Every other year, Spring UC: Humanities, Intercultural Understanding

EN 230. Carbon Tales. 3 Credits. We live at an unprecedented juncture in human and natural history: the burning of greenhouse gases for energy has transformed the world, initiating a period of human abundance and environmental destruction. In this class, students read texts that address the origins and future of climate change, a genre we might broadly call "carbon tales." More specifically, they will read petrofiction (literature about oil) and climate fiction (science fiction about climate change) and view a number of films and examine a variety of nonfiction. As they do so, students seek to understand the rhetorical and generic gestures through which we engage our carbon-based realities. Being a course in world literature-and addressing an unambiguously global problem-students read widely from various national literatures and cinemas, including British, Chinese, Japanese, Nigerian, Australian and others. Offered: Every other year, Spring UC: Humanities

EN 235. Literature by Women (WS 235). 3 Credits. With the question of what it means to extract a canon of literature defined by gender as its center, this course enables students to consider the ways in which women have contributed a language and form to the literary tradition. In particular, the course explores the process by which this literature, often written from the margins of experience, has shaped how we read today. Varied female authors are discussed, including Woolf, the Brontës, Emily Dickinson, Zora Neale Hurston, Sylvia Plath, Toni Morrison, Sandra Cisneros, Jamaica Kincaid, Leila Abouzeid and Maxine Hong Kingston, among others. Offered: Every year, Fall UC: Humanities, Intercultural Understanding

EN 240. Survey of English Literature I. 3 Credits. Students gain an understanding and appreciation of literature through the study of the cultural background, the literary work itself, and the life of the author. This course explores the literary history of English literature from Anglo-Saxon times through the 18th century. Offered: Every year, Fall UC: Humanities

EN 241. Medieval Romances. 3 Credits. This course focuses on the most popular medieval literary genre, the romance. This genre encompasses a hero’s quest, including knights, battles, magic and damsels in distress or otherwise. Participants read both French Breton lais and Middle English verse romances (in translation) that flourished in 13th- and 14th-century England, with particular attention to the Arthurian legend as well as social, cultural and historical factors that gave rise to this literature. Some attention is given to the attraction of contemporary audiences to elements that had their genesis in medieval romance. Offered: Every other year, Fall UC: Humanities

EN 250. Survey of English Literature II. 3 Credits. This course explores the literary history of English literature from Romanticism to Modernism. Students gain an understanding and appreciation of this literature through the study of the cultural milieu, the literary work itself, and the life of the author. Offered: Every year, Spring UC: Humanities

EN 260. Survey of American Literature I. 3 Credits. This course explores the development of American literature as reflected in the works of major authors and works from the Colonial era through the Civil War. Students gain an understanding and appreciation of this literature through study of the cultural background, the literary work itself, and the life of the author. Major authors may include Bradstreet, Emerson, Thoreau, Whitman, Hawthorne, Melville and Davis. Offered: Every year, Fall UC: Humanities

EN 265. Survey of African-American Literature. 3 Credits. This course survey explores African-American literature from Colonial times to the present, concentrating on 20th-century literature. Emphasis is placed upon close reading of selected texts in light of the changing sociocultural conditions faced by African Americans. Offered: Every year, Spring UC: Humanities, Intercultural Understanding

EN 270. Survey of American Literature II. 3 Credits. This course explores the development of American literature as reflected in the works of major authors from the Civil War to the present. Students gain an understanding and appreciation of literature through study of the cultural background, the literary work itself, and the life of the author. Major authors include Emily Dickinson, Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Faulkner, T.S. Eliot, Philip Roth and Marilyn Robinson. Offered: Every year, Spring UC: Humanities

EN 276. African Literature. 3 Credits. In their centuries of rule, the British substantially reshaped cultures and economies. Indeed, they may be said to have redirected the histories of a large part of the world. After World War II though, the British withdrew. In their wake, they left new nation-states, new classes and new literatures. In this class, students read these new English-language literatures from the former British colonies of Africa and South Asia. Offered: Every year, Fall UC: Humanities, Intercultural Understanding

EN 277. Literature of the Americas. 3 Credits. Focusing on the 20th to 21st centuries, this course examines writers from Canada, Latin America, the Caribbean and the United States, who typically emerge from historically underrepresented groups. These literary works engage the lived experiences of indigeneity, enslavement, imperialism, migration and globalization, to explore the ties that bind the many peoples of the Western hemisphere. Offered: Every year, Spring UC: Humanities, Intercultural Understanding

EN 280. The European Tradition in Literature I. 3 Credits. This survey course presents selected European masterpieces, both written in English and in translation, including representative selections from Homer to 1700. Emphasis is on literary and philosophic values with attention to methods of literary analysis as applicable to works by Virgil, Dante, Cervantes and others. The course presents historical backgrounds and study in the generic traditions of literature. Offered: Every year, Fall UC: Humanities
EN 281. The European Tradition in Literature II. 3 Credits. This survey course presents selected European masterpieces, both written in English and in translation, including representative works from 1700 to the present. Emphasis is on literary and philosophic values with attention to methods of literary analysis as applicable to the works of Moliere, Voltaire, Rousseau, Goethe, Pushkin, Flaubert, Dostoyevsky, Chekhov, Mann and Kafka. The course combines historical backgrounds and study in the generic traditions of literature.
Offered: Every year, Spring
UC: Humanities

EN 299. Independent Study. 1-3 Credits. In-depth focus on a specific author, topic or area. Topic must be specified in advance.
Offered: As needed

EN 300. Special Topics in Literature. 3 Credits. This course explores readings in literature dealing with a single author, theme, or specific problem. The course may be repeated for credit when topic changes. Specific titles are announced from time to time.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: As needed

EN 301. Advanced Fiction-Writing Workshop. 3 Credits. This advanced fiction-writing course uses a workshop approach to help students understand and experience the process of drafting, revising and editing short stories, as well as the importance of reading and critiquing the work of their peers. Students read contemporary short fiction and give formal presentations on print and web-based literary journals and magazines. Each student chooses a public venue (e.g., public reading, website, blog, etc.) and presents selections from his/her work. The final portfolio represents the breadth of the students’ work, including multiple drafts of stories, workshop comments, reading responses and a writer’s journal.
Prerequisites: Take EN 201, EN 202 or EN 205.
Offered: Every year, Fall

EN 302. Advanced Creative Nonfiction. 3 Credits. This advanced writing course focuses on the reading, analyzing and writing of creative nonfiction. Students read and study masterworks of creative nonfiction with an emphasis on understanding authorial presence, issues of audience, questions of truth and memory and artistic techniques. Students are asked to employ what they learn from studying masterworks of creative nonfiction to their own longer works of creative nonfiction.
Prerequisites: Take EN 201, EN 202 or EN 205.
Offered: Every year, Spring

EN 303. The Art of Audio Narrative (FTM 380 GDD 303). 3 Credits. This course is about storytelling. Students learn the basics of multitrack audio recording and mixing. They write and produce fiction and nonfiction audio narratives. Each project is shared in a stimulating and mutually supportive workshop environment. Students read and listen widely to gain a sense of the history and theory of radio art. Participants also spend time identifying target audiences and looking at ways to distribute student work to the larger world of public and independent radio.
Prerequisites: Take EN 201, EN 202 or EN 205.
Offered: Every other year, Fall

EN 304. Junior Seminar in Critical Theory. 3 Credits. Junior Seminar introduces students to principles and textual questions that permeate and animate contemporary literary studies. Students gain knowledge of current theoretical terminology and some of its implications for the ways we read and analyze texts in the discipline of English. A major focus of the class is on how these principles and terms are put into practice in scholarship on literature. The Junior Seminar is a preparation course for advanced work in the English major, particularly the Senior Seminar. This course must be taken in the junior year.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every year, Fall

EN 306. Advanced Poetry Writing Workshop. 3 Credits. This course assumes a prior foundation in the reading of poetry and the practice of writing in traditional forms and seeks to push students to write original poems in a contemporary idiom. Students write a poem on assignment each week, drawing from readings of contemporary poetry collections as well as additional model poems. Students perform their own work publicly and attend literary events to observe and respond to how other writers perform their work. This practice culminates in a public reading given by the whole class. The final project is to assemble a chapbook of poems.
Prerequisites: Take EN 201 or EN 206.
Offered: Every year, Spring

EN 308. Composing America. 3 Credits. This research-based, advanced composition and period course is a hybrid that crosses the divide between the study of literature and the study of rhetoric. Students investigate the intersection between literature and literacy/composition practices in the U.S. from World War II through the Vietnam War (1939-72). Participants consider how the U.S. has been composed through the acts of reading and writing by studying a variety of texts (poetry, drama, novels, travel, anthropology, folktales, music, theory, film and art).
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Spring

EN 320. Studies in the Novel. 3 Credits. Students explore the development of the novel as a genre in its beginning to the present through discussion of the theories of prose narrative. Special attention is given to the characteristics of the genre. The course may be repeated for credit when topic changes (e.g., American novel, English novel, Continental novel).
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Spring

EN 322. Modern British Literature (1900-1945). 3 Credits. This course focuses on readings in British literature of the early 20th century. Students study writers such as Conrad, Lawrence, Joyce, Yeats and Eliot against a background of social and political crises from 1900 to 1950.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Spring

EN 323. Contemporary British Literature (1945-Present). 3 Credits. Devastated by Hitler’s Blitz, Britain watched its empire crumble and its global power recede. In a nation of social troubles, British writers began again to write for the public. From the Beatles to the Rushdie affair, British culture has thrived in the face of rapid change by producing a literature of social engagement and aesthetic vibrancy. This course includes texts that speak to these wider historical currents and the aesthetic and intellectual life of Britain since 1945.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Spring
EN 324. The Gothic Novel. 3 Credits.
This course offers a historical survey of the Gothic genre, from Horace Walpole's 1764 "The Castle of Otranto" leading to its many variations in subsequent centuries: terror narratives, the political gothic, the female gothic, science and crime and the postmodern gothic. The course considers the Gothic genre's deployment in historical, social and cultural contexts, as well as the structural and epistemological changes that have emerged since the late 18th century.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every Third Year, Fall

EN 325. History of the English Language. 3 Credits.
This course introduces students to the origins and development of the English language and to its social, cultural and historical contexts. It is required of all English majors in the MAT program.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every year, Spring

EN 326. Modern Irish Drama. 3 Credits.
This course surveys the development of modern Irish dramas, from W.B. Yeats and the writers of the Gaelic Revival (1884-1916) to more current dramatists such as Tom Murphy and Brian Friel. The material not only covers the powerful body of work produced by Yeats, Synge and Lady Gregory (along with its influence on European and American drama) but also ranges over the work of G.B. Shaw, Brendan Behan, Sean O'Casey and Martin McDonagh. Students also consider modern works of the Irish stage, especially by women (e.g., Elizabeth Kuti) and other voices.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: As needed

EN 330. World Literature. 3 Credits.
This course addresses literary topics by reading texts drawn from various national, regional or transnational literatures.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every year, Fall

EN 338. American Literature by Women of Color (WS 338). 3 Credits.
This course explores the diverse literary traditions, themes and narrative strategies employed by American women of color, including black, Latina, Asian and Native American female writers. Students examine how race, ethnicity and gender affect form, content, language and style in literature. Writers include: Silko, Erdrich, Morrison, Walker, Angelou, Giovanni, Tan, Kingston, Yamamoto, Cisneros and Viramontes.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Spring

EN 340. Immigrant Fictions. 3 Credits.
This course explores fiction by/about immigrants, examining U.S. history and culture through their stories. Participants focus primarily on 20th- and 21st-century texts by Jewish, Latin American, Caribbean, Asian and African migrants to understand how they represent the race, class and gender barriers (and opportunities) that underlie the American Dream. We also use critical scholarship on racial formation, immigration, citizenship, human rights and diaspora to produce presentations and essays. Students use these concepts to help theorize how the most marginalized "aliens" have made America the complex and contradictory nation it is today.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Spring

EN 341. Chaucer and the Medieval Period. 3 Credits.
This course presents a critical interpretation, in its historical setting, of the chief imaginative work in England of the period, "The Canterbury Tales." Additional works of Chaucer and other representative dramatic and lyric poetry also are included. Attention is given to the cultural and artistic setting.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every year, Fall

EN 343. Shakespeare: Histories and Comedies. 3 Credits.
Extensive structural and thematic analysis of Shakespeare's histories and comedies is the basis of this course, which concentrates on selected problems of scholarship, criticism and performance.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Fall

EN 344. Shakespeare: Tragedies and Romances. 3 Credits.
Extensive structural and thematic analysis of Shakespeare's tragedies and romances is the basis of this course, which concentrates on selected problems of scholarship, criticism and performance.
Prerequisites: Take two 200 or 300-level English courses.
Offered: Every other year, Fall

EN 345. English Literature of the Renaissance. 3 Credits.
This intensive study of the principal genres of 16th-century English literature, including lyric poetry (Sidney) and Romance such as "The Faerie Queen" (Spenser), places special emphasis on the major works of the Elizabethan period. Some attention is given to the medieval background, Renaissance art and music, and Continental literature.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Spring

EN 348. Milton and the 17th Century. 3 Credits.
This intensive study of literature within this revolutionary period emphasizes the cultural context for poetry, prose and drama in England from 1603 to about 1665. The course focuses on Milton's "Paradise Lost" and on works of other major writers, such as the metaphysical poets (Donne, Marvell, Herbert), and Ben Jonson, Francis Bacon and Thomas Middleton (drama).
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Spring

EN 350. 18th-Century British Literature (1660-1800). 3 Credits.
The idea that literature is changing in form and content as well as in its social function is central to the study of literature in the long 18th century: what's at stake in the change? This course explores this question by reading a variety of texts including Defoe's "Robinson Crusoe," Swift's "Gulliver's Travels," Pope's "Essay on Man," and Eliza Haywood's "Fantomina," among others, works that seem to be rather strange literature by modern standards. Participants also read about the "rise" of print culture, the many historical changes of the period, such as the rise of the colonial empire, and the change from a poetics of the elite to the aesthetics of feeling.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Fall

EN 342. American Literature by Women of Color. 3 Credits.
This course explores fiction by/about immigrants, examining U.S. history and culture through their stories. Participants focus primarily on 20th- and 21st-century texts by Jewish, Latin American, Caribbean, Asian and African migrants to understand how they represent the race, class and gender barriers (and opportunities) that underlie the American Dream. We also use critical scholarship on racial formation, immigration, citizenship, human rights and diaspora to produce presentations and essays. Students use these concepts to help theorize how the most marginalized "aliens" have made America the complex and contradictory nation it is today.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Spring
EN 351. Studies in Rhetoric and Writing. 3 Credits.
This is an advanced course in the theory and practice of argumentation. Students learn the foundations of Aristotelian rhetoric and then apply an understanding of Logos, Pathos, Ethos and Telos to various topics of historical and contemporary concern-most prominently on the cognitive, social and political changes effected by the 500-year-old Gutenberg Revolution (The Age of the Book) and their rapid disruption and undoing via the Digital Revolution (The Age of the Screen). Weekly papers and some heavy reading requirements.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Spring

EN 352. British Romanticism (1785-1832). 3 Credits.
This period of time is revolutionary: the Industrial Revolution, the agricultural revolution, the political revolutions in France and America, a literary revolution that constructs a broader reading public, and a print revolution that expands the publishing industry. In this course, students question what these revolutions have to do with novels, poetry and essays of the period, and explore how literature of this period helps "revolutionize" the individual, nature and society at the same time that it seems to "romanticize" them.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Spring

EN 355. Victorian Literature (1832-1901). 3 Credits.
During the Victorian period, the industrial age in England reached its height as the nation expanded its cultural and economic boarders to become the world power that was the British Empire. It was a time when immense wealth was coupled with immense poverty, and "propriety, duty and family" was the slogan of Victorian morality but hidden in the open was the growth of brothels and the drug trade. It was the first age where literacy was widespread, and reading was the primary entertainment for the elite and the masses. Students explore the variety of literature in which the Victorians imagined themselves and the world they lived in.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Spring

EN 361. Origins of U.S. Literature (1492-1865). 3 Credits.
At the heart of our national literature lies a complex early narrative. It contains darker issues with an unresolved past, conflicting histories, encounters with the "other" our Calvinist relationship with nature and nuture, a mixed psychology as colonials and revolutionaries, and the tension between our aspiration to be the city on the hill and the realities of life on the edge of wilderness. It also contains the exuberance of the "new Adam" (and Eve), where we can start the story over again and again. This course invites students to test and interrogate these ideas by reading authors in the founding traditions of U.S. literature, such as Charles Brockden Brown, Phillis Wheatley, Susanna Rowson, Benjamin Franklin, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Nathaniel Hawthorne and Mary Rowlandson.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Fall

EN 365. The American Renaissance (1830-1865). 3 Credits.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every year, Fall

EN 366. Modern U.S. Literature (1900-1945). 3 Credits.
The early 20th-century movement known as Modernism was an exhilarating time when the Western world's artists and thinkers were exploring how to represent human experience authentically. In the context of U.S. contributions to this era, students investigate questions of aesthetic innovation (especially in poetry), literary subgenres, popular vs. high culture, and national and ethnic identity (including the Harlem Renaissance). Representative authors might include Cather, Frost, Hammett, Hemingway, Hurston, Larsen, Stein, Stevens, Toomer and Yezierska.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Fall

EN 367. Contemporary U.S. Literature (1945-Present). 3 Credits.
After World II, the U.S. experienced profound change, including the Atomic Age and the Cold War (and later wars on drugs and terrorism), unprecedented global travel and migration, Civil and Human Rights movements, and astonishing technological revolution. Engaging these seismic shifts, cultural expressions have changed as well. This course focuses on the late 20th- to 21st-century writers who reimagined our world, among them Postmodernists such as Nabokov, political writers such as Kerouac, writers of color such as Morrison, and poets and innovators of form such as Plath or Anzaldua.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Spring

EN 373. Modernist American Poetry. 3 Credits.
Introduces "Modernism" and "Modernist" poetry to enable close readings of modernist forerunners Walt Whitman and Emily Dickinson and onward through the 1960s. Major poets include Pound, Eliot, Crane, Williams, Hughes, Stevens, Moore, Bishop, Ginsberg, Knight, Sexton and Kinnell. Emphasis is on applying a deepened historical sense of what Modernism was and what it now means through individual poems and across poets and poetic schools. Students write final long essays analyzing American modernist themes, poetic forms and cultural frames.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Fall

EN 380. Realism and Naturalism in U.S. Literature (1865-1930). 3 Credits.
U.S. Realism and Naturalism were late 19th-/early 20th-century aesthetic movements that emerged after Romanticism. The nation's post-Civil War mood produced a literature that reflected forces from industrialism and social migration to Darwinism and the "New Woman." In this course, students examine literature written in relation to those forces and specifically study how the novel matures in the U.S. tradition. Authors may include Rebecca Harding Davis, Mark Twain, Henry James, Kate Chopin, Emily Dickinson, Charles Chesnutt, Frank Norris, Stephen Crane, William Dean Howells, Edith Wharton, Sarah Orne Jewett and Richard Wright.
Prerequisites: Take one 200-level English course.
Offered: Every other year, Fall

EN 399. Independent Study. 1-6 Credits.
In-depth focus on a specific author, topic, or area. Topic must be specified in advance.
Prerequisites: Take EN 101.
Offered: As needed
EN 460. Senior Seminar Capstone. 3 Credits.
Senior Seminar focuses on sustained intellectual inquiry about literature, highlighting your own literary interests. It offers students the opportunity to develop expertise on a text/field/question of their choice, while providing them with a process and a community to rely on for support and feedback. In this course, students conduct independent research on a literary text. Building and contributing to an intellectual community, students write, revise and present a major argumentative essay. Open to senior English majors only.
Prerequisites: Take EN 204 or EN 304.
Offered: Every year, All

EN 470. Senior Thesis. 3 Credits.
Senior thesis is open to English majors who are candidates for honors in English. Candidates must be recommended by a member of the English faculty, who consents to serve as adviser for the thesis. This adviser and the student select two additional faculty to serve as a reading committee for the student’s final thesis presentation.
Prerequisites: Take EN 204 or EN 304 and one 300-level English course.
Offered: Every year, All

EN 499. Independent Study. 3 Credits.